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Abstract -
Videotext refers to text superimposed on video frames and it enables

automatic content annotation and indexing of large video and image col-
kctions. Its importance is underscored by the fact that a videotext
based Multimedia Description Scheme has recently been adopted into the
MPEG-7 standard. A study of published work in the area of automatic
videotext extraction and recognition reveals that, despite recent inter-
est, a reliable general purpose video character recognition (VCR) system
is yet to be developed. In our development of a VCR system designed
specifically to handle the low resolution output from videotext extractors,
we observed that raw VCR accuracies obtained using various classillers
including kernel space methods such as SVMs, are inadequate for accu-
rate video annotation. In this paper, we propose an intelligent postpro-
cessing mechanism that is supported by general datn characteristics of
this domain far VCR performance improvement. We describe Tempo-
ral Contiguity Analysis, which works independently of the raw character
recognition technique and works well even for moving videotext. This
novel mechanism can be easily implemented in conjunction with VCR al-
gorithms being developed elsewhere to offer the same performance gains.
Experimental results on various video streams show notable improvements
in recognition rates with our system incorporating a SVM-based recogni-
tion engine and temporal contiguity analysis.

INTRODUCTION
Manual indexing of multimedia archives is an expensive and time-consuming

task given the volume and richness of their content. Algorithms for automated
content analysis of digital video collections are; thus, highly desirable. Text
superimposed on video provides vital information about its content such as the
identity of the speaker, his/her location, the topic under discussion, product
captions, sport statistics; etc. Videotext extraction and recognition therefore,
forms an important task in an automated video content annotation system. A
study of published research in the area of videotext extraction and recognition
reveals that, in spite of increased interest 11; 2; 31; a reliable general purpose












